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“There’s a lot of
refinery capacity
coming online
this year”

What’s preventing
more women from
making it to the
boardroom?

9

— International Seaways’ Lois Zabrocky

US crude export boom set to surge
Tanker owners drool as one of the most tonne-mile intensive trades soars

W

hen China stopped importing
US soybeans, American farmers
felt the pain. When China
stopped taking US crude, American sellers
didn’t miss a beat; they easily found new
buyers. US crude exports are now higher
than they were before China’s withdrawal
– and likely to reach far loftier peaks in the
years ahead.
Exports averaged an all-time high
of 3.6m barrels per day (bpd) in the week
ended February 15, according to preliminary Energy Information Administration
(EIA) estimates. Final EIA data through
November 2018 shows exports of 2.3m bpd
that month, topping 2.1m bpd in July, the
last month China was buying. Data on dirty
cargoes at sea from VesselsValue also confirms that US exports have been maintained
despite China’s absence (see charts).
South Korea has emerged as the largest
replacement buyer, with Asia-bound cargoes also increasing to India, Taiwan, and
Japan. European sales are also up, particularly to the UK and the Netherlands.
The surge has been brewing for a while.
Estimates from Clarkson Research show
that total US crude exports expanded by
75% year-on-year in 2018 to reach 2m bpd,
of which the seaborne share was estimated
to have reached 1.8m bpd, doubling from
the 0.9m bpd seen in 2017.

“

This has caused ballast legs to
lengthen

”

VesselsValue senior analyst Court Smith
told Splash Extra that the dearth of Chinese
buying has “definitely” led to more aframax
and suezmax cargoes from the US to Europe.
“The question is how much more light crude
European refineries need and how much
more upside there is if China doesn’t start
buying again over the next few months.”
Replacing China-bound VLCC cargoes
with trips to South Korea has also been a
positive for tonne-miles.
Given the lack of VLCC-capable loading facilities in the US Gulf, almost all US
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crude exports to Asia are reverse-lightered
using aframaxes and transferred to VLCCs
at anchorage. European cargoes are generally shipped directly aboard aframaxes, and
to a lesser extent, suezmaxes.
This tanker mix will change as more
VLCC-capable loading sites come onstream.
One already exists, the LOOP terminal
offshore of Louisiana. At least nine more are
planned, several of which could be operational by 2022, with a combined capacity
(including LOOP) of 8.1m bpd.
Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1
Pipeline constraints will also ease. US
crude exports have not been held back by
production or overseas demand, but by pipeline capacity to terminals. Three pipelines
– Epic, Cactus II, and Gray Oak – should add
2.2m bpd in transport capacity to Corpus
Christi between mid- 2019 and March 2020.
Teekay Tankers CEO Kevin Mackay opined
on his latest quarterly call that “debottlenecking projects” could bring US exports
to 4m bpd by year-end, something not lost
on the departing head of Euronav, Paddy
Rodgers, who told Splash Extra yesterday:
“You ain’t seen nothing yet, wait until the
pipeline programme of 2019 is completed
late Q2.”
Cleaves Securities is forecasting US
crude oil production to rise 11% year-on-year
in 2019 and 6% in 2020, with a corresponding 45% increase in US crude exports in 2019
and 19% in 2020.
“This is highly significant for crude
tankers as US exports are one of the most
tonne-mile intensive trades, and is a major
reason behind our overall demand growth
forecast for oil tankers of 8% in 2019 and
5% in 2020,” said Cleaves’ head of research,
Joakim Hannisdahl.
Erik Broekhuizen, head of tanker
research at New York-headquartered Poten
& Partners, reckons that while the current
sustainable rate of exports is probably closer
to 2.5m bpd, this could reach as much as 6m
in five years once all the new terminals and
pipelines come online.
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“

You ain’t seen nothing yet, wait
until the pipeline programme of
2019 is completed late Q2

”

David Palmer, CEO at Hong Kong owner
Wah Kwong, pointed out how the rising
length of ballast trips is also proving beneficial for large tanker owners.
“Rising US crude exports, which look set
to continue for at least two years, are clearly
helping the large tanker market offset the
negative of supply restrictions imposed by
OPEC and their allies,” Palmer, formerly with
Pareto Securities, said. “With crude tanker

trading patterns significantly changing
there are fewer large ships naturally in the
US Gulf area and this has caused ballast
legs to lengthen. This can dramatically
strengthen the overall crude tanker market.”
All of which suggests a very plausible,
highly bullish scenario for VLCCs. New
Texas pipeline capacity and new VLCC
loading facilities could coincide with an
easing of US-China trade tensions, whether
in the current round of talks or future talks.
Renewed Chinese buying could be layered
atop recently enhanced sales to South
Korea, India, and Europe, causing newly
debottlenecked US exports to skyrocket. ●
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Brexit and scrubbers

A

s the second edition of Splash Extra
launches there’s just one month
till Brexit and ten months until
the global sulphur cap kicks in. What
these two events – both seismic from a
national and industry level respectively
– have in common is the sheer dilettantism as the clock ticks
down. We have not
been furnished with
enough concrete
information to know
what life will be like
for Brits outside the
EU, likewise despite being around for nearly
30 years shipowners remain confused about
the efficacy of marine exhaust gas cleaning
systems.
February has been an intense month in
the ongoing battle for scrubber legitimacy. In
my near 20-year career covering the industry
I do not recall another marine technology
that has so divided shipping.
After being on the receiving end
of extended criticism for the past year,
February was the moment where those who
have invested in scrubbers fought back.
In recent months the use of open-loop
scrubbers has been banned in waters around
key shipping destinations such as Singapore,
China and Fujairah. These bans have been
labelled unjust by the Clean Shipping
Alliance 2020 (CSA 2020), the pro-scrubber lobby group formed last September
that counts big names such as Cargill and
Oldendorff among its founding members.
CSA 2020 is getting more aggressive and
now has a pugnacious CEO in place in the
form of Ian Adams, a man who has served on
many shipping associations over the years.
In recent days CSA 2020 took aim at
the European Commission, which has urged
the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) to change its scrubber guidelines. The
proposal from Brussels calls for “evaluation
and harmonization” of scrubber discharges
across all ports, worldwide, something
Adams suggested was a way to restrict
scrubber use, based mostly on speculation
and lacking credible evidence.
“To see the commission take this step
within months of the entry-into-force of the
global ECA is beyond disappointing,” Adams
said last week.
The IMO for its part – acting like the
Theresa May of the scrubber farce – called

last week for more scientific research to be
done, looking at possible ocean pollution
caused by open-loop scrubbers. The call for
more research comes with around 300 days
to go until IMO’s own sulphur cap kicks
in and with more than 2,500 exhaust gas
cleaning systems now sold, which by my
back-of-an-envelope reckoning is a combined
outlay of more than $7.5bn.
CSA 2020 also issued a 49-slide study
last week, which claims the toxic nature of
exhaust gas cleaning system washwater is
not as severe as has been reported.
A three-year study led by cruise giant
Carnival collected 281 washwater samples
from 53 scrubber-equipped cruiseships and
found that the samples compared favourably
to many national and international water
quality standards and land-based wastewater discharge limits.
Many wags on social media pointed
out that Adams had missed a trick at the
unveiling of the study by not downing a glass
or two of the scrubbed washwater, while a
former colleague recounted how a shipowner
once offered me him a glass of water post
oil-separation to prove that he had done
nothing wrong by dumping it overboard.
On our site, Splash, one reader questioned the scale of the Carnival study,
pointing out that 281 washwater samples
from 53 scrubber-equipped cruiseships
equates to just two samples being taken
from each ship annually over the three-year
period.
“Still prefer the ex-governor of
California’s approach – fill a pool with the
discharges and have the executives swim in
it,” was the reader’s suggestion.
The scrubber fight back might be on, but
sceptics remain circumspect and, like Brexit,
the clock is ticking. ●
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FEBRUARY REVIEW
The head of Qatar Petroleum
(QP) confirmed speculation
that the Middle Eastern nation
will push ahead with plans to
order up to 60 LNG carriers.
Saad bin Sherida Al Kaabi, who
is also Qatar’s minister of state
for energy affairs, revealed at
a press conference that Qatar
was in advanced negotiations
to order between 50 and 60 gas
carriers, a giant order similar in
scale to the series of Q-Flexes
and Q-Maxes the country
ordered in South Korea in the
previous decade via QP shipping
subsidiary Nakilat. Such a giant
order will likely lead to owners
of other ship types being shut
out from early delivery slots
at Korea’s top yards, brokers
Gibson noted.

Hyundai Heavy Industries
(HHI) was given the green light
to take over local rival Daewoo
Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering (DSME) by staterun Korea Development Bank
(KDB), which has a majority
stake in DSME. HHI and KDB
will sign an official deal in early
March with the bank’s 56% stake
thought to be worth KRW2trn
($1.78bn). Combined HHI and
DSME will be the world’s largest
shipbuilder by some distance
with a joint order backlog giving
it a 21.2% global market share
as of the end of last year. Unions
from both yards however have
kicked off a series of protests at
the planned merger.

Chinese state-run shipping giant
Cosco said it will order up to
30 newcastlemax bulk carriers
at domestic yards to support
its long-term shipping project
with Aluminum Corporation

Daily

shipowning foray is also set to
come a close with brokers now
marketing Vale’s last three ore
carriers.

Stay abreast of all

Abu Dhabi National Oil
Company (ADNOC) announced
plans to add more than 25 vessels to its fleet over the next five
years. The fleet expansion plan
will also include the acquisition of ADNOC’s first crude oil
tankers.

the latest news by
signing up for free
to shipping’s most
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of China (Chalco), marking the
largest ever bulker order placed
by the company. Cosco secured
a long-term shipping contract
with Chalco last October for the
transportation of bauxite from
Guinea to China. An initial order
of sixteen 210,000 dwt ships
could see up to 14 others added.

One of the most famous names
in shipping announced he was
stepping down. Paddy Rodgers
will relinquish his role as CEO
at Belgian tanker giant Euronav
this year. Rodgers has been with
Euronav for the past 18 years. A
recruitment process for a new
CEO is underway with Rodgers
remaining in his position until a
successor is appointed.

CK Yoo resigned as president
and CEO at HMM, South Korea’s
flagship carrier. Yoo will take his
leave at the next shareholders
meeting at the end of March. In
his second stint at the head of
HMM, Yoo had originally been
slated to keep the post through

to 2021. During his tenure he
brought the carrier through a
tricky restructuring and signed
a vessel sharing agreement with
the world’s top two liners, MSC
and Maersk – an agreement
that comes up for renewal in 14
months’ time. He also signed
shipbuilding contracts to double
HMM’s fleet size by 2022. No
replacement has been made public yet. HMM racked up a net loss
of KRW808bn ($720m) in 2018.

The fiercely competitive world
of feeder box shipping claimed
another victim. Hamburg-based
Team Lines ceased operating
from February 11. The company
cited deteriorating market conditions in northern Europe as
well as the ongoing consolidation within the liner sector for
its demise in a letter to clients
signed by top management,
Alexander Saverys, part of the
Compagnie Maritime Belge
clan, and Benjamin Weinacht.
X-Press Feeders have taken over
some of the routes Team used to
operate.

Brazilian miner Vale has
endured a hellish start to 2019.
The iron ore miner is likely to
slash output by 70m tonnes this
year following a deadly dam collapse on January 25, something
Cleaves Securities described as
a “developing black swan story”
earlier this month. Adding to
its woes, Vale’s terminal in
Tubarão was closed this month
by authorities for polluting the
sea with mining residues while a
fire broke out at a transfer depot
at centre in Malaysia, forcing the
centre to close for a fortnight.
The miner’s disastrous 11-year

The voyage data recorder (VDR)
of the sunken Stellar Daisy very
large ore carrier was located
and recovered from deep down
on the ocean floor of the south
Atlantic. Twenty-two of the 24
crew onboard the 1993-built
converted ore carrier perished
on March 31, 2017 when the
Polaris Shipping ship sank while
on contract to Brazilian miner
Vale. A court in South Korea
has said it will review the case
once the data from the VDR has
been retrieved. One ex-Polaris
employee has been arrested so
far in connection to the sinking.

MARKETS DRY BULK

Cape collapse bodes ill through
to next year

Make no mistake, the first two months of 2019 are way beyond your typical seasonal
lows for the sector

R

e-emerging on the other side of
Chinese New Year freight rates have
finally found out that the only way
isn’t down, they can also go up. However,
it’s still early days to call this a recovery.
The improved conditions have been brought
around by more cargoes coming into the
market and have only seen handysize,
handymax and panamax rates improve to
date.
Capesize sentiment continues to drop
on the back of all the uncertainty surrounding Brazilian iron ore exports following
the deadly dam collapse in Minas Gerais.
In the case of falling Brazilian exports, we
can hope for Australian exports to cater for
long haul European importers’ demand and
not only short haul Asian bound
imports. This is likely to be the
only silver lining to the disaster.
Massive uncertainty still clouds
the outlook for the seaborne iron
ore market in this regard.
What we have already seen
are significantly higher prices for
iron ore. From a shipping perspective this is bad news as it stems
from a lack of supply rather than
an increase in demand. Moreover,
a higher price for the imported
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“

Massive uncertainty still
clouds the outlook for the
seaborne iron ore market

”

iron ore used in Chinese blast furnaces
may trigger an ever stronger appetite to use
domestic scrap metal for steel production in
electric arc furnaces. Falling by 1% in 2018,
Chinese iron ore imports may head further
down due to the dam disaster.
A disastrous start to 2019 makes it clear
to all that this year will become difficult
either way you look at it even if US agriculture secretary Sonny Purdue’s tweet
about China buying another 10m tonnes of

US soybeans on top of the 5.5m previously
bought turns out to be right. Will these
beans make such a huge difference? First,
we need to see them get shipped. Secondly,
it’s merely a lot of red tape work just getting
us back to where we were before this messy
trade war started.
Over the past 12 months the dry bulk
fleet has grown by 2.7%. Capesizes and
panamaxes have grown a bit more, handysizes and handymaxes a bit less. A total of
73 ultramax vessels alone were delivered
in 2018, while twice as many were ordered.
Fleet growth will dominate the market once
again in 2019, as demand growth will not
impress.
Cross your fingers that all the wishful
estimates that circulate in the market about how much of the active
fleet will be temporarily off the market in 2019 for fitting of a scrubber
and a ballast water system turns
out to be true. But don’t bet the farm
on it, unless you are a real gambler
that likes to bet against the house.
The same line of thinking may be
applied when betting on widespread
scrapping of ageing gas-guzzlers
when fuel becomes more expensive
in 2020. ●
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MARKETS TANKERS

Products star in the leading role

Crude tankers are likely to play only a supporting role in 2019

I

f there is one sector that is full of surprises, it’s the oil tanker market. At ‘sea
level’, overall oil demand, added refining
capacity and refined oil product demand
paints an optimistic picture. But it only
gives us a broad indication. By digging a bit
deeper, adding refinery throughput, end user
consumption and the location of all players
you come closer to what it all means to the
tanker shipping industry.
In the second half of 2018, Saudi Arabia,
Russia and in particular the US grew oil
production well in excess of global oil
demand. This led to another build-up of
oil inventories similar in fashion to what
happened between 2014 and 2016. This could
easily reduce crude oil tankers to playing a
supporting role only in 2019.
All of which means the Oscar for most
hopeful tanker sector in a leading role goes
to the refined oil product tanker shipping
sector.
Increases in refined product exports
from both China and the US will set the
tone. But where will the cargoes be heading?
Towards Europe in Q2 and Q3 if we are to
believe in the International Energy Agency
(IEA), most probably this will be shipped
from the US Gulf, whereas increased
demand and an eventual shortfall in local
production east of Suez will be supplanted
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“

Chinese oil products may go
to Europe and American oil
product could be headed to
Asia

”

by Chinese exports. The upside to that outlook is longer hauls, which may see Chinese
oil products go to Europe and American oil
product entering the Asia-Pacific region.
This should bring around higher freight
rates for oil product tankers, not only when
compared to the devastating levels seen last
year. As price developments on oil products
and geopolitics weigh in, higher freight rates
will do nothing to reduce demand growth.
No story holds upside only however.
Will we see VLCCs do maiden voyages with
an oil product cargo from China into Europe
in 2019 like we saw in 2018? For sure. Plenty
of newbuilt VLCCs to pick from in 2019, as
January deliveries came in at 11 units. All of
these are potential spoilers of the oil product
rally party.
Time will tell whether this prediction
becomes reality. Now more than ever, it’s
important to distinguish between facts
and fiction. Fiction in the form of tweets,
overly optimistic views widely distributed
by investment bankers helping dubious

owners to offload a bunch of shares or
simply pushing indication too far. Facts are
slow to come around, but in the end they
matter to shipping. Whereas fiction matters
to financial markets only, where the ‘flash’
gives something to trade on the back of.
We cannot debate the market without
adding fuel to the IMO 2020 fire. Bearing in
mind that not all scrubber purchases are
disclosed, the VLCC sector may see more
than 25% of the fleet being scrubber-fitted
towards the end of 2020. No doubt it makes
sense to manage your fuel bill, and even
more so if you burn 60 to 100 tonnes a day.
How soon till the world’s second largest
VLCC owner, Euronav, displays a change of
heart in this department?●
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MARKETS CONTAINERS

Stuck in the middle with you
The impasse in the China-US tariff tiff is a mixed blessing for liners

C

ontainer shipping finds itself in an
all too familiar cliffhanger situation.
This time liner bosses are awake at
night following the back and forth US-China
trade spat. By using tweets (a very poor
stand-in for serious notifications of policy
acts) the US president suggests an extended
truce may be enacted as we go to press. This
is good and bad news.
An escalation of the trade war would
be particularly harmful to the transpacific
tradelane in 2019, a route already expected
to see lower volumes this year as more goods
than needed were rushed into the US in the
second half of 2018. A postponed escalation
is therefore good.
But it’s also bad in the sense that nothing has really improved the situation, where
goods valued at $ 360bn are tariffed above
‘normal’ levels.
Looking into how carriers managed to
get by as volumes dropped to seasonal lows
in February was a study of capacity management. Not at a scale that would bring profits
back around, but by blanking selected sailings on the relevant trades they managed to
avoid sharply falling spot rates out of Asia.
This could prove very useful as the
liner industry will soon meet its largest
customers during the annual gathering at
Long Beach Convention & Entertainment
Center in early March. Talks about annual
contracts for transpacific cargoes will this
year surely circle around the new bunker
adjustment factors (BAFs), which liners
have recently introduced to most shippers’
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obvious dismay.
Liners must understand that shippers in the past have never regarded liner
profitability as an issue to care about. Why
should shippers suddenly care come 2020?
In broad terms shippers get what they want:
very low-cost transportation and eternally
upper hands in long term as well as short
term negotiations as oversupply reigns in
the market. What’s not to like for the shippers? Okay, they would like to see improved
carrier reliability – but without paying for it,
naturally. Game on.
All liners have spare capacity onboard
every headhaul sailing, even considering the
announced (and inflated) utilisation rates.
Very soon, we will see MSC take delivery of
the first in a string of eleven 23,000 teu ships
built in South Korea. They will be introduced

into the network of 2M on Far East to Europe
tradelanes over the coming 12-14 months.
At a purchase price of $164m a piece
MSC needs to secure a massive cargo intake
only to cover the running costs, bunker costs
and financing of the ships.
From a wider industry perspective,
liners seem to agree on the preferred weapons of choice. Either you go ‘mega’, mid-size
(12,000 or 15,000 teu) or you go for feeders
up to 3,000 teu. The cards are dealt, and they
will soon melt into active services further
crystalising the hub and spoke strategy
chosen by all carriers.
Watch out for the trade talks – the next
peak season on the transpacific is only four
to five months away. Easing tensions and
lowering of tariffs are crucial elements of the
recipe for a successful season. ●
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MONTHLY BROKER

‘Nervous and threatening’

This has been one of the quietest Februarys of the decade for concluded S&P deals

F

ebruary is rarely a high water mark for
sale and purchase volumes. The past
month however has been exceptionally quiet with one broker describing the
situation as “nervous, threatening and on a
downward trend”. Indeed, unless a rush of
deals are concluded today and tomorrow
this February could be one of the quietest of
the decade: “Overall one to put on the books
and move past,” as one broking source
surmised.
MODUs have been most liquid while
bulkers are down the most from trend, with
tankers off as well.
“Many owners are holding their ground
and it may appear some negotiations are
stalling on the basis of a weaker market,” one London broker told Splash Extra
yesterday.
The wait for the year’s first capesize
sale continues amid extreme uncertainty
facing 2019’s coal and iron ore sales. Allied
Shipbroking estimates prices for five-year
old 180,000 dwt capesizes have come off by
7.4% over the past month to stand at just
$31.5m. Interestingly, the Allied data shows
that among the sectors it covers, suezmax
tankers are the vessel type to have appreciated the most over the past month with
10-year old suezmaxes now priced at $36m,
up 12.5% since January.
Concluded S&P deals in the first two
months of the year are down by a whopping 37.8% compared to 2018, Allied notes,

illustrative of the dire start many have experienced in 2019, with analysts at Alphabulk
reporting that the Baltic Dry Index’s plunge
this year is the worst on record, barring the
carnage experienced in the wake of the collapse of Lehman Brothers 11 years ago.
Nevertheless, there’s a growing feeling
that sales activity will pick up in March
across most sectors with buyers and sellers
getting closer to agree on price levels.
“Stabilising freight markets for both
bulkers and tankers gave a small boost
to S&P activity in the past days, with MR
candidates gathering most of the interest as
far as tankers are concerned and dry bulk
buyers focusing almost exclusively on modern tonnage,” the latest weekly report from
Intermodal states.
Among recent notable dry bulk deals
Estonian pellet producer, Graanul Invest,
is setting about building a
handy fleet, paying Norden
$12.5m for the seven-year old
Nord Mumbai to add to the
handy it bought last year.
Meanwhile, the Greek
charterer of the 2016-built
61,255 dwt ultramax African
Loon exercised a purchase
option and acquired the
vessel from Japanese owner
Shoei Kisen for a price of

$22.6m.
Elsewhere, the 2002 Japanese-built
50,000 dwt supramax bulker Navios
Meridian has been sold to Chinese interests
for around $7m.
“On the tankers side, activity showed
some signs of improvement this past week,
but with transactions being limited to just
the product tanker size segments. The positive market outlook for the products market
has boosted interest, something which
should follow through to the next couple of
weeks, possibly allowing for some further
price gains. On the other hand, interest for
crude oil tankers seems to have stagnated
for the time being,” Allied said in its latest
weekly report.
Sorrento-based shipping firm Socomar
has purchased the 2010-built product tanker
Lavela from Unicorn Shipping for a price of
$14.8m while Danish owner Celsius Shipping
bought the 2009-built 46,500 dwt tanker
High Strength from DM Shipping for $16.4m.
In the secondhand containership sale
and purchase sector, there has not been a
huge amount to report. Most notable was
the recent en bloc sale of two 2007 Chinesebuilt 1,432 teu boxships, Independent
Accord and Independent Concept. Greek
owner Contships bought the two vessels
from Germany’s ICL Holding for $14m in
total. ●
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Shipping’s glass ceiling

Is the industry finally addressing its severe gender imbalance in the boardroom?
Splash Extra investigates

T

he Maritime HR Association’s most
recent survey, reporting data from
more than 25,000 shore-based
maritime industry professionals in 94 countries, shows that more than 76% of females
working shoreside in shipping have administrative, junior or professional level roles. Very
few reach managerial level or above. Just
over 10% of those on executive leadership
teams are women (see chart overleaf), with
female executives most likely to operate
as chief financial officers according to the
survey results carried by recruitment firm,
Spinnaker Global. This compares poorly with
the 29% figure of listed FTSE 100 companies
in the UK.
Shipping is changing in its gender
makeup, but slowly as Jens Ismar, CEO of
Western Bulk Chartering, observes. “The
industry has been slow and conservative, but
things are improving and we are becoming
increasingly receptive to promoting women
to senior management and board positions,”
he reckons.
Heidi Heseltine, CEO of Halycon
Recruitment, reckons change is coming from
shipping’s larger entities.
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“What we tend to see is that larger
more progressive organisations are very
keen to address the issue and are putting in
place policies to facilitate change but this
takes time and requires buy-in at all levels,”
says Heseltine, a founding member of the
Diversity Study Group, which is looking at
diversity from all angles across our industry.

How shipping compares with
other industries
While it’s easy to take a pop at our own sector, most industries face a severe imbalance
not just at the c-suite level, but throughout
corporate hierarchies.
“In the maritime industry, we all know
the statistic about women making up less
than 2% of seafarers,” says Teresa Peacock,
managing director of recruitment at
Spinnaker Global. “Every industry has what

“

Just 2.3% of the world’s largest
companies have a majority
female board

”

I’m calling their ‘2%’ story. In engineering,
women make up just 3.1% of apprentices.
In IT, there are 35 women to 186 men. Less
than 1% of those working in manual trades
are women.”
Global business site Quartz recently surveyed 1,500 of the largest public companies
from 27 countries worldwide—including
the 500 largest listed companies in Europe,
and Asia, and the United States—and the
results show how massively male-dominated
the top echelon of business is with just 2.3%
of the world’s largest companies having a
majority female board, 1.2% having more
than half of their c-suite positions filled
by women, and 4.6% having women in a
majority of management positions. In other
words, more than 95% of companies have
majority male management.

The seafarer argument
“Shipping has to do a better job of promoting
to females the wide range of career opportunities the sector has available,” argues
Mark Charman, CEO of another UK-based
Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 9
shipping HR firm, Faststream Recruitment.
The fact that less than one in 50 seafarers are female has long been seen as a bar to
career growth in shipping.
“Seafarers are still in an important skillpool for future maritime leaders and with so
few female seafarers, companies are fishing
in a ‘skill-puddle’ if they want to hire women
at the top of their organisations,” Charman
suggests.
Not everyone buys this argument however. Caroline Huot, the outspoken global
head of lubricants at Cockett Marine Oil, for
one, is tired of this line of thinking.
“The permanent excuse whatever may
be your background or your diploma or your
experience is that you have not sailed. And
that is the polite excuse,” Huot tells Splash
Extra, adding: “Nobody is excepted from this
attitude, including the supposedly politically
correct nations.”
Nevertheless, there is still this issue
about requiring previous sea time in order
to fulfill key roles as part of a career journey
to the boardroom, says Karen Waltham,
managing director of Spinnaker Global’s HR
consulting business, but this is changing.
“As roles change and skills and
experience requirements shift, this will
undoubtedly remove some of the barriers
that may be currently felt are in place,”
Waltham says.

According to Banu Kannu, general
manager of marketing at Wärtsilä Marine
Business, there’s an overreliance on traditional, technical knowledge as the “be-all
and end-all” when it comes to executives in
c-suite roles in shipping.
“I believe executives with completely
different educational backgrounds such as
political science, communications and even
human psychology have the power to not
only contribute but solve some of shipping’s
biggest problems,” Kannu tells Splash Extra.

“

We need to see more female
role models to show the young
people that there are women
working in the industry

”

While there are plenty of initiatives
that have launched recently from a national
and international level to develop female
maritime careers, many in the industry feel
much of the talk is merely hot air.
The maritime industry is suffering
from what Tatiana Liperti, founder of ELTA
Marine Claims, describes as “blah blah
syndrome”.
“Panels and seminars and sporadic
initiatives like this one that IMO has on
its agenda for 2019 are reminding me of

Taro® Ultra cylinder lubricants

join the performance team
2020 lubrication solutions

Diversity pays
LAST YEAR CONSULTANTS McKinsey published a much-read report on the bonuses of
having a diverse workforce. Highlights from
the report included:
∙ Companies in the top-quartile for gender
diversity on executive teams were 21%
more likely to outperform on profitability and 27% more likely to have superior
value creation.
∙ Companies in the top-quartile for ethnic/
cultural diversity on executive teams
were 33% more likely to have industry-leading profitability.
∙ Companies in the bottom quartile for
both gender and ethnic/cultural diversity
were 29% less likely to achieve above
average profitability.

politicians who talk a lot, promise a lot and
do nothing,” Liperti says, claiming she sees
little in terms of actual concrete actions or
execution plans.

How to improve the situation
Career awareness and guidance at an early
stage is vital in order to encourage more
women to study courses like marine engineering, maritime business and finance, as
is further advice on their potential career
paths, suggests Annou Economou, assistant
manager at Gleamray Maritime. She well
recalls that as a student doing a Bsc maritime business degree, she was one of just
four women on the course.
Christine Mavromichalis, vice president
at NAAS Group, and a founding member
of the World Business Women Initiative,
agrees, saying that gender imbalance has a
lot to do with education and culture.
“If we wish to battle the issue to the
root, we ought to look closely at the academic framework of each country, the
curriculum applied in schools,” she says.
Creating an equal opportunity
Continued on page 11
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workplace at sea and ashore requires a top
down focus, led by the senior leadership
team, suggests Nick Fisher, CEO at Hazledon
Consulting. Setting quotas at the recruitment stage is one approach, Fisher says.
Halcyon’s Heseltine urges CEOs to get a
robust diversity and inclusion policy in place
that is supported by effective monitoring,
systems and processes to build an inclusive
company culture.
“Hiring and retention strategies, remuneration equality, learning and development
opportunities and reviewing working
arrangements are all critical components
of providing the right environment for

“

diversity to be achieved and be successful,”
she says.
Karen Orsel, CEO of Dutch owner MF
Shipping and immediate past president of
the Women’s International Shipping and
Trading Association (WISTA), reckons
cross-industry knowledge sharing on diversity issues could go a long way to fixing the
imbalance.
“Companies who have mentorship
programs, cross cultural education and a
diversity and inclusion policy should be
sharing their best practices,” Orsel says,
adding: “To me that could add to making a
difference for our industry, unfortunately

The permanent excuse whatever may be your background or
your diploma or your experience is that you have not sailed

Legislate for parity?
NORWAY HAS THE highest proportion
of women operating at executive leadership team level - at 43%, according to the
Maritime HR Association. Interestingly,
the Scandinavian nation has had a 40%
quota for female directors in place since
2006. The UK’s recently launched Women
in Maritime Charter is highlighting this
very issue. Legislating for boardroom parity has many supporters.
“Change will never come otherwise
sadly. You will see more women captains
before you see more c-suite women,” predicts Caroline Huot from Cockett Marine
Oil, adding mischievously: “Women at sea
are far less threatening than women in
c-suite jobs.”
“Perhaps we should all move to
Norway?” quips Christine Mavromichalis
from NAAS Group, before adding: “No, we
need to elevate the pressure onto our government authorities and have a relevant
law passed that will legally bind large corporations to acknowledge and implement
gender equality within their organisational
structure.”
However, not everyone is convinced
that legislating for gender equality makes
sense.
Matt Conway, managing director at
Faststream, reckons forcing companies to
appoint women to the board would be a
mistake.
“I do not believe achieving gender
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”

balance in the boardroom should or could
effectively be achieved via enforcement
or regulation as I feel you would then
be replacing one problem with another
whereby companies would be appointing
female board members because they have
to, not because they want to,” he tells
Splash Extra.
Vanessa Toucas, a founding partner at
Hong Kong insurance company Latitude
Brokers, suggests incentives are the way to
go, rather than legislation.
“Enforcing women in c-suite positions
would not legitimise their positions nor
mean that they are truly given the opportunity to contribute,” Toucas argues.
Incentivise companies, universities,
training organisations to recruit women

there is a lack of knowledge sharing.”
When it comes to hiring, Spinakker’s
Waltham says recruitment policies and
practices should ensure that job adverts
attract, shortlists contain and appointments
reflect gender diversity, and in reality total
inclusion.
Female leadership and career progression programmes are recommended by
Waltham as a way to ensure the right people
are making their way up the corporate
ladder.
Lena Göthberg, producer of the popular
Shipping Podcast, says that in the shortterm, it’s all about visibility.
“We need to see more female role models to show the young people that there are
women working in the industry,” Göthberg
concludes. ●

is her suggestion as well as incentivising
women to join shipping related education
and positions, while also incentivising
companies to ensure work/life balance for
men and women so they can actually share
family responsibilities.
Lena Göthberg, producer of the
Shipping Podcast, is also not in favour of
legislating for gender equality in the boardroom, suggesting instead nominations
committees should have representation
from both genders.
Another suggestion from NAAS’s
Mavromichalis is to get shipowners associations from around the world to request
their members to offer equal gender opportunities and apply 50-50 representation in
boardrooms. ●
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‘We still have more work to do, but
we’re 60% of the way there’
International Seaways’ Lois Zabrocky talks about fleet renewal and last year’s
blockbuster Euronav deal in an exclusive sit-down with Splash Extra

R

ight out of the gate, International
Seaways (INSW) chief executive Lois
Zabrocky faced a daunting challenge. When NYSE-listed INSW was spun
off from Overseas Shipholding Group (OSG)
in December 2016, charterers were increasingly discerning, new ships were in high
supply, and INSW’s tankers were conspicuously long in the tooth.
It was both a blessing and a curse.
OSG’s original post-bankruptcy plan was
to keep the Jones Act ships and sell the
international flag vessels. The lack of buyers
spurred Plan B: the creation of INSW.
“When we came out of reorganisation,
they definitely wanted to sell us,” Zabrocky
tells Splash Extra. “But the ships were old
– it’s a great poison pill, right? It was also
the wrong time to sell, because the markets
were so low.
“The blessing for us was that we have
been able to go ahead and start renewing
the fleet and investing in modern tonnage.
We’re now down below nine years. We still
have more work to do, but we’re 60% of the
way there.” INSW currently owns 36 tankers, including 13 VLCCs.
A pivotal step was last year’s purchase of six VLCCs as part of the sale of
Gener8 Maritime to Euronav. It was widely
surmised that Euronav didn’t take all
30 ships itself because of debt concerns,
but Zabrocky believes it was more about
Euronav fearing spot exposure. “Last year’s
market was scary. Those are all spot open
days and you’re below cash breakeven. How
long can you [Euronav] go on if you have
that many ships?”
Asked about planning for future tanker
rates, she says, “We always do a budget, but
I believe much more in scenario planning,
because all I can tell you about my budget is
that it will not be correct.
“You look at the scenario of ‘what if this
persists, with VLCC rates below $20,000
a day?’. But we’re also in a tighter market
that’s more finely balanced, so you also plan
for: ‘OK, when the market goes up, let’s look
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“

OSG definitely wanted to sell us. But the ships were old – it’s a
great poison pill, right?

”

very carefully at what we are going to do.’”
She’s optimistic. “I think in 2020, at a
minimum, we’ll see increased refinery utilisation, and there’s a lot of refinery capacity
coming online this year.”
A US-China trade détente would be
another plus. “It would be better, because
the Chinese had been steadily increasing
how much they were buying. With the
Chinese out of the equation, India is a big
recipient, some is going to Korea, and some
to Japan, Taiwan, Malaysia and Singapore.
But some of the barrels are going shorter

distances, on suezmaxes and afras.”
Zabrocky rose to CEO after a career
in chartering. Asked how markets have
evolved, she explains, “It is different. The
national oil companies are much more
important now than before. Much more
crude is being pulled east, so the Indian oil
companies and the Chinese oil companies
have become very, very important. The
major [private] oil companies had always
been the biggest charterers in the past, but
now the Chinese [national] charterers are
number one.” ●
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*

The index reflects weekly spot rates for 40-foot containers based on up to 18m
price points collected every week on 12 main shipping tradelanes

* The ClarkSea Index is a weekly indicator of earnings across the main commercial
vessel types including bulk carriers, tankers, containerships and gas carriers,
weighted by the number of ships in each sector

Source: MSI

MSI’s secondhand price forecasts are based on the interplay between new build prices, earnings,
scrap prices and life expectancy. No responsibility for errors of fact, opinion or market changes
are assumed by MSI Ltd
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Source: Cleaves Securities
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OPINION

Why buybacks are happening
… and why they shouldn’t

New York correspondent Greg Miller explains what’s driving shipping stock buybacks
and the reasons why, in most cases, they don’t make sense

T

he US-listed shipping sector is awash
in stock buybacks. It’s a practice
meant to benefit shareholders, but it
generally hasn’t. So why are owners doing it,
particularly spot-centric players who’d be
wise to protect their ‘rainy day fund’?
Buybacks have recently been authorised
or conducted by Scorpio Tankers, Scorpio
Bulkers, Euronav, DHT, Golden Ocean, Diana
Containerships, Diana Shipping, Star Bulk,
Safe Bulkers, DryShips, Navios Partners,
Teekay LNG, Golar LNG Partners, GasLog
Partners, and GasLog Ltd.
Consider the case of Scorpio Bulkers.
In the fourth quarter of 2018, it spent $27m
repurchasing shares at an average price of
$6.05 per share. By January 25, its stock was
down to $5.32 per share, 12% below what it
paid in the fourth quarter. That same day, the
board boosted buyback capacity to $50m. As
of February 19, Scorpio Bulker’s share price
was $4.59, 24% below what it paid in the
fourth quarter.
The buyback rationale stems from the
traditional pricing of shipping stocks in
relation to net asset value (NAV). NAV is the
secondhand value of the fleet, plus contracts
and cash, minus debt and other liabilities.
The stock market value of many shipowners
is well below NAV.
If a public company with stock trading
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at a discount to NAV uses its cash to buy
back its own shares and removes them from
circulation, NAV/share would increase, all
else being equal, because shares outstanding
(the denominator) would decrease more than
NAV (the numerator) would fall as a result of
cash outflows to buy shares. Theoretically,
future earnings per share (EPS) would also
be inflated by the lower denominator.
The problem: all else is never equal.
NAV/share and EPS can still fall due to negative shipping market impacts on NAV and
earnings, and share prices can still fall due to
higher stock market discounts to NAV driven
by non-shipping factors.
Asked about recent buyback plans,
Evercore ISI senior managing director Mark
Whatley told Splash Extra, “I think it’s fullblown frustration and capitulation. You have
a bunch of micro-cap public companies that
all need larger floats [more shares outstanding] that are so frustrated with the valuation
the market’s putting on their stocks – largely
driven by macro factors outside their control
– that they’re saying, ‘The short-term value
arbitrage is so great [from buybacks] that
I’ll just ignore the fact that I’ve spent the last

“

It’s full-blown frustration and
capitulation

”

couple of years shoring up my hard-earned
liquidity and making sure I have enough
cash to survive the cyclicality of the market.’”
In shipping, cash is always king. To
the extent triggers are pulled and buyback
announcements are not a publicity stunt
(the jury’s still out – see chart) and assuming you’re not an LNG shipping company
shielded by multi-year charters, why spend
cash buying back stock when you could
be squirrelling it away to survive the next
downcycle? Why not use it instead to pay
down debt or buy cheap ships? And if you’ve
spent all that time, money, and effort going
public and seeking a more diverse investor
base, why go in reverse and decrease your
share count? . ●
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